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Topic: Characters 

1) Who is Scrooge? 
The miserly main character who has a greedy, cold-

hearted approach to life.

2) Who is Bob 

Cratchit? 
Though treated harshly by his boss, Cratchit remains a 

humble and dedicated employee. 

3) Who is Jacob 

Marley? 
Appears to Scrooge as a ghost hoping to save his old 

partner from suffering a similar fate.

4) Who are the 

Cratchit family? 
Impoverished, hardworking and warm-hearted. They 

help Scrooge see the true meaning of Christmas.  

5) Who is The Ghost 

of Christmas Past? 
The first spirit to visit Scrooge, who takes Scrooge on a 

tour of Christmases in his past. 

6) Who is The Ghost 

of Christmas 

Present? 

The second spirit to visit Scrooge, whose lifespan is 

restricted to Christmas Day. 

7) Who is The Ghost 

of Christmas Yet To 

Come?

The third and final spirit to visit Scrooge, who presents 

Scrooge with an ominous view of his lonely death. 

8) Who is Fred? 
Scrooge's nephew, a hospitable man who loves 

Christmas. 

Topic: Terminology to use when discussing the novella 

9) What is a stave?
The structure of a carol and link the narrative to the joy of 

singing. 

10) What is the 

narrative 

perspective of the 

novella?

Third Person (Limited Omniscient) - as we are only given 

insight into the thoughts of Scrooge. 

11) What is an 

allegory?
A story that has a hidden symbolic meaning. 

12) Why does 

Dickens rely on 

similes to build 

character arcs?

As early as the first description Dickens uses a range of 

similes to help the reader understand how miserly, 

misanthropic and feared Scrooge is. 

Topic: Important Contextual Ideas

13) What aspects of 

Dickens’ life inform 

his choices within 

the novella? 

As a child, his father was imprisoned for unpaid debts. 

Dickens went to work at a factory and saw first hand the 

appalling conditions the poor had to suffer. 

14) Why is an 

understanding of 

the New Poor Law 

key to exploring 

Victorian poverty?  

The New Poor Law altered the way the poor were helped: 

the only help available was to go to a workhouse. 

15) What were 

Charles Dickens 

views on religion? 

Dickens was more interested in the general spirit of 

religion than following all the teachings. He believed that 

Christianity represented the virtues of charity, good will 

and compassion. 

16) When was the 

novella written and 

what is the purpose?

Written in 1843, with the intention of drawing readers' 

attention to the plight of England's poor.

A Christmas Carol Knowledge Organiser 

Core Quotes
17) Theme: Moral Responsibility ‘Are there no prisons?’ asked Scrooge. – Before his  

transformation Scrooge reflects the values of the rich, that poverty is self-inflicted.

18) Theme: Redemption ‘I went forth last night on compulsion, and I learned a 
lesson which is working now. Tonight, if you have aught to teach me, let me profit 

by it.’– Scrooge goes through a transformation and learns from each of the ghosts. 

19) Theme: Christmas Spirit ‘They were not a handsome family. They were not well 
dressed…but they were happy, grateful, pleased with one another and contented 

with the time.’– The Cratchits embody the Christmas spirit, in that they are joyous 

and content with what they have.

20) Theme: Christmas Spirit “I have always thought of Christmas as a good time, a 

kind, forgiving, charitable, pleasant time”– Here Fred represents the antithesis of 

Scrooge’s approach to the season. In the final stave Scrooge seems to reflect 
these values.

21) Theme: Redemption + Christmas Spirit “I am light as a feather, I am as happy as 
an angel, I am as merry as a schoolboy, I am giddy as a drunken man.” – Scrooge 

feels liberated at the opportunity to change the tragedies of the future. This 

emphasises the extent of the transformation from the figure at the start of the 
novella. 
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Year 10 – Biology – Autumn 1 – B4.1 Growth and Differentiation (Old B4/B5)

# Question Answer # Question Answer

1 Name the pigment found in red blood cells 

that binds to oxygen. Haemoglobin
14 Name the tissue that covers and protects the 

surface of plants. Epidermal tissue

2 Which organ system transports substances to 

and from body cells? Circulatory system
15 Name the part of the plant that waterproofs 

the leaf surface. Waxy cuticle

3
State the functions of white blood cells.

Engulf pathogens, produce antibodies and 

antitoxins
16 Name the cell that contains lots of chloroplasts 

for photosynthesis. Palisade mesophyll cells

4 How does being biconcave help red blood 

cells with their function? Increase SA:V for efficient diffusion
17

What are communicable diseases?

Diseases caused by pathogens that can be 

transmitted from one individual to another

5 How is not having a nucleus good for red 

blood cells? More space to pack more haemoglobin
18

Define 'pathogens'. Microorganisms that cause diseases

6
State the function of platelets. Blood clotting

19
Define 'health'. State of physical and mental well-being

7

Name the blood vessel type that carries 

blood from the heart to other parts of the 

body. Artery

20

Suggest three factors that affect health.

Diet/Stress/life situations (eg. 

Hygiene)/pathogens/immune system

8 Name the blood vessel type that carries 

blood from the organs back to the heart. Vein
21

State the four types of pathogens. Bacteria, viruses, protists, fungi

9 Name the blood vessel type that is found 

within organs that link arteries and veins. Capillaries
22

How do bacteria make you ill?

Reproduce rapidly and damage cells + Produce 

toxins

10 Name the vessels that supply oxygen to the 

heart muscles. Coronary arteries
23

How do viruses make you ill? Produce inside body cells, causing damage

11 Name the large vessel that brings 

deoxygenated blood back into the heart. Vena cava
24

How can pathogens be spread? By air/droplet infection, direct contact, water

12
Name the upper chambers of the heart. Atria

25
Define 'binary fission'. Bacteria reproduction by mitosis

13
Name the lower chambers of the heart. Ventricles

26
What is a culture medium?

Liquid/gel with specific nutrients to support 

microorganism growth



Year 10 – Science – Autumn 1  – C4.1 Bonding
# Question Answer # Question Answer

1 What are the three states of matter? Solids, liquids and gases. 24 Which covalent substances conduct electricity? Graphite and graphene

2
What happens to the temperature during the phase of changing 

state?
Stays constant 25 Why do other covalent substances not conduct electricity? No free electrons to move

3 How are the particles arranged in a solid? Packed closely, and vibrate around fixed positions 26 Why do graphite/graphene conduct electricity? Electrons are free to move throughout their structures

4 How are the particles arranged in a liquid? Close together, but can slip and slide over each other in random motion 27 What are polymers? Long chain molecules

5 How are the particles arranged in a gas? Lots of space around them and move randomly 28 How do polymers form? When many monomers join

6 What are the limitations of the particle model?
The atoms, molecules and ions which make up all substances are not solid spheres with no forces between 

them
29 Describe the structure of diamond Giant covalent structure, strong covalent bonds. Each carbon bonds to 4 others.

7 What is an atom? A neutral, uncharged substance 30 Describe the structure of graphite
Giant covalent structure, strong covalent bonds. Each carbon bonds to 3 others with one delocalised 

electron per carbon that can move

8 What is an ion? A charged atom 31 Why is graphite used as a lubricant? Has layers which can slide due to weak intermolecular forces of attraction between the layers

9 What is an element? A substance containing one type of atom only 32 What are fullerenes? Large cage like structures based on hexagonal rings of carbon atoms

10 What is a compound? When two or more different atoms are chemically joined 33 What are the uses of fullerenes?
Transport mechanisms for drug delivery to specific sites in the body, as catalysts and as a 

reinforcement for composite materials

11 What is a mixture? When two or more substances are not chemically joined 34 Describe graphene A single layer of graphite. Excellent electrical conductivity and will be used for electronics in the future

12 When do covalent bonds form? Between two non-metals 35 Describe the bonding in metals
Closely packed metals ions in a regular lattice with delocalised electrons which are strongly attracted 

to the metal ions

13 When do ionic bonds form? Between metals and non-metals 36 Why do metals conduct electricity? As the delocalised electrons can move throughout the structure

14 When an atom loses an electron or more what does it become? A positive ion 37 Why can metals be bent and shaped? Layers of positively charged metal ions can slide over each other

15 When an atom gains an electron or more what does it become? A negative ion 38 What are alloys? Mixtures of two or more metals

16 Why do atoms want to gain or lose electrons? In order to gain noble gas configuration 39 Why are alloys harder than pure metals? Structures of pure metals distorted by the additional metals

17 How are ionic substances held together? By strong electrostatic forces of attraction between the oppositely charged ions 40 TRIPLE ONLY: What are nanoparticles? Very small particles between 1 and 100nm in size

18 What are the properties of giant ionic substances? High melting and boiling points, conduct electricity when molten or dissolved in water. 41 TRIPLE ONLY: What properties do nanoparticles have?
Different properties mostly due to their large surface area to volume ratio and a high percentage of 

their atoms exposed at their surface

19
Why does it take a lot of energy to break the bonds in ionic 

substances?
Due to the many, large and strong forces of attraction between oppositely charged ions 42 TRIPLE ONLY: Why are nanoparticles useful? Smaller quantities of materials such as catalysts needed for industrial processes

20 When do ionic substances conduct electricity? When molten or dissolved in water as the ions are free to move 43 TRIPLE ONLY: How do we calculate the surface area? Base x height x 6

21 Why do certain substances have low boiling points? Simple covalent molecules, with weak intermolecular forces of attraction 44 TRIPLE ONLY: How do we calculate the volume? Base x height x depth x 6

22 When do covalent bonds form and how? By sharing at least a pair of electrons 45 TRIPLE ONLY: Why may nanoparticles be considered as dangerous? Their large surface area to volume ratios make them potentially explosive

23 What substances form giant covalent structures? Graphite, graphene, diamond, silicon dioxide and diamond.



Year 10 – Physics – Autumn 1 – P4.1 (Old P8/10)

# Question Answer # Question Answer

1
Define "acceleration" Rate of change of velocity

14
What is "inertia"? (HT) The tendency of objects to continue to be 

at rest or travelling at a constant velocity

2
Give the formula for acceleration Acceleration = Change in velocity / time

15
What is "inertial mass"? (HT) An object's resistance to acceleration. 

Force / acceleration

3
what is the unit for acceleration? m/s2

16
What is stopping distance? Thinking distance + braking distance

4
What is the unit for time? s

17
What is thinking distance? Distance travelled during reaction time

5
What is the unit for velocity? m/s

18
What is braking distance? Distance travelled while braking

6
What type of quantity is velocity? vector

19
What is the formula for stopping distance? Stopping distance = thinking distance + 

braking distance

7
What is the "centre of mass"? The point through which an object's weight 

acts 20
What is the unit for distance? m 

8
What is "terminal velocity"? The constant velocity reached when forces 

have balanced 21
State three factors that affect reaction time Tiredness, drugs, alcohol

9

What is Newton's First Law? If the resultant force on an object is 0, then 

the object will continue to move at a 

constant velocity or remain stationary
22

State four factors that affect braking 

distance

Road condition, weather condition, tyre 

tread, brake condition

10
What is Newton's Second Law? Force = mass X acceleration

23
State two dangers caused by large 

decelerations

Brakes may overheat or driver may lose 

control of the vehicle

11

What is Newton's Third Law? Whenever two objects interact, the forces 

between them are equal in size and opposite 

in direction

24

What happens to the kinetic energy store 
when force is applied to the brakes?

It decreases

12
What is the unit for force? N

25
What happens to the thermal energy store 
when force is applied to the brakes?

It increases

What is the unit for mass? kg



Year 10 – Biology – Autumn 1 – B4.1 Growth and Differentiation (Old B4/B5)

# Question Answer # Question Answer

1 What was the ‘situation’ on Elizabeth’s 

accession?

Strict hierarchy, government with different 

features, questions over her ability (gender, 

legitimacy)

14 How did war break out between England and 

Spain?.

Signing of the Treaty of Nonsuch, the Singeing 

of the King of Spain’s beard. 

2 What were the challenges at home an 

abroad? Financial weaknesses, France, Scotland
15

How did England defeat the Spanish Armada?

English ship design, Spanish Supplies, English 

tactics, weather.

3

What was the Settlement of Religion?

Aimed to give a compromise between Catholics 

and Protestants. Create the form of 

Protestantism protestants could accept. 

16 What were the consequences of English 

victory in the Spanish Armada?

Patriotism, support for Elizabeth, confidence 

of Navy to trade.

4 How was the Settlement of Religion 

challenged? 

Puritans (thought it wasn’t strict enough), 

Catholics (unhappy with Protestantism), foreign 

powers Catholic European power e.g. Spain)

17 How were people educated in Elizabethan 

times?

Nobility were tutored at home; grammar 

schools; petty schools; schools for girls

5 What was the problem of Mary, Queen of 

Scots? 

Strong claim to the throne (Second-Cousin to 

Elizabeth). Catholic. 

18 What sport did the nobility and the working 

class play?

Nobility: hunting, hawking, fishing fencing, 

real tennis

Working class: football

6

Why did Mary arrive in England in 1568?

Death of Lord Darnley, blamed for his murder, 

forced to abdicate and give the throne to her 

baby son (James IV, later James I of England)

19 What were the spectator sports/pastimes  in 

Elizabethan England?

Spectator sports: Bating, cockfighting

Pastimes: literature, theatre, music and 

dancing

7

What was the revolt of the Northern Earls? 

Plot by Catholic Northern Earls to marry Mary, 

Queen of Scots to the Duke of Norfolk and seize 

the English Throne.

20 Why did poverty increase in Elizabethan 

England?

Population growth, rising food prices, 

enclosure.

8 Did Elizabeth face many Catholic plots in her 

reign?

Yes: The Throckmorton Plot, the Ridolfi Plot, the 

Babington plot
21

How did Elizabeth try to solve poverty?

Poor Laws: Statute of Artificiers, Vagabonds 

Act,Poor Relief Act

9
Why was Mary, Queen of Scot’s executed?

Act for the Preservation of the Queen’s safety, 

Walsingham’s evidence, threat of Phillip II
22

Why did Elizabethans explore to ‘New World’? Expanding trade, new technology, ship design

10 How did Walsingham discover plots against 

Elizabeth?

Spy network: in all English counties, Spain, 

France, Germany, Italy
23

Who was Walter Raleigh? Explorer and favourite of Elizabeth I

11 How did Elizabeth anger Spain using foreign 

policy?

Francis Drake: attacked Spanish ships and took 

loot for England. 
24 Why was the colonisation of Virginia 

significant?

Undermining of Spain, roots of the British 

Empire, Economic benefits  

12 What was the political and religious rivalry 

between England and Spain?

Spain a Catholic Country and England a 

Protestant one. Elizabeth rejected Phillip’s 

marriage proposal. 

25

Why did the attempts to colonise Virginia fail?

The voyage, colonists’ expectations, 

inexperience, Native American resistance

Early Elizabethan England 1558-1588. Year 10 Autumn Term. 



Geography: Year 10 Autumn 1 Tectonic Hazards

# Definitions Answer

1 What is the term used for a natural event that poses risks 
to people and property.

Natural hazard

2 What are floods, earthquakes, avalanches or tsunamis that 
do not pose a risk classified as?

Natural event

3 What term refers to the chance or probability of being 
affected by a natural hazard.

Hazard risk

4 What is the name of the pieces of rock that make up the 
crust?

Tectonic plates

5 What are the edges of the plates are called? Plate margins (boundaries)

6 What is the term used that refers to the way that 
something is spread out?

distribution

7 What causes the circular movement of semi-liquid rock 
through the mantle as it heats near the core and cools near 
the crust?

Convection currents

8 What is the term used for the idea that plates move slowly 
over time as a result of convection currents in the mantle ?

Tectonic plate theory

9 What is the term used for a chunk of crust forming the 
land, covering 29% of Earth’s surface?

Continental crust

10 What is the term used for when two plates move away 
from each other?

diverge

11 What is the term used for when one plate is pushed 
underneath the other?

Subduction 

12 What is the line called between two plates? Fault line

13 What is the term for the point on the earth’s surface 
directly above where the earthquake occurs?

Epicentre

14 What is the term for the stored energy released through 
the rock when plates move?

Seismic waves

15
What is the point underground where the earthquake 
occurs?

focus

# Question Answer

16 What are the three hazard categories? Atmospheric, Geological, flooding

17 What are two geological hazards? Earthquakes & volcanoes

18 What are four factors that affect hazard risk? Poverty, urbanisation, farming, 
climate change

19 What are the four layers of the Earth? Inner core, Outer core, mantle, 
crust

20 What are the two types of crust? Continental & oceanic 

21 Where are tectonic hazards found? Near/on plate boundaries 

22 How far do tectonic plates move each year? 1-2cms 

23 What moves in the mantle in convection currents? magma

24 What happens when magma heats in the mantle? It rises

25 What are the four types of plate boundaries? Destructive, constructive, 
conservative, collision

26 How do conservative, constructive and destructive plates move? Conservative- slide past 
constructive- move away
Destructive- move together

27 Which two plate boundaries have both earthquakes and 
volcanoes?

constructive & destructive

28
How are earthquakes measured?

Using the Richter Scale

29
What is the HIC earthquake case study?

2010 Chile

30
What is the LIC earthquake case study?

2015 Nepal



Geography: Year 10 Autumn 1 Tectonic Hazards

# Definitions Answer

31 What is the term used to describe the direct impacts of a 
natural hazard?

Primary effects

32 What is the term used to describe the knock-on impacts of the 
primary effects?

Secondary effects

33 What is the term used to classify if a country is a HIC or LIC? Level of development

34 What is the term used for the measurement of economic 
activity calculated by diving the gross (total) national income 
by the size of the population?

GNI (Gross National 
Income)

35 What is the term used to describe what takes place straight 
after an event?

Immediate response

36 What is the term used to describe the responses that focus on 
rebuilding, reconstruction and on reducing future risk?

Long-term response

37 What is the term used to describe if a hazard does not happen 
very often?

Hazard infrequency

38 What is the term for the state of being extremely poor? poverty

39 What is the term for lack of knowledge or information? Ignorance

40 What is the term for recording physical changes to help 
forecast when and where a natural hazard might strike?

monitoring

41 What is the term used to declare or tell in advance? Prediction

42 What is the term used for actions taken before a hazard strikes 
to reduce its impact?

Protection

43 What is the term used for actions taken to enable communities 
to respond to and recover from natural disasters?

planning

44 What is the term used for the seismographs that record 
earthquakes?

seismicity

45
What is the term used to describe areas that are most at risk?

Vulnerable areas

# Question Answer

46 How big was the earthquake that hit Nepal in 2015? 7.9 on the Richter Scale

47 What were the primary effects of the earthquake in 
Nepal?

9000 died, 20000 injured, 3 million 
homeless, 50% shops destroyed 

48 What were the secondary effects of the earthquake in 
Nepal?

Landslides/avalanches blocked roads, 
250 missing

49 What were the immediate responses to the earthquake in 
Nepal?

Financial aid pledged, field hospitals 
set up, 500000 tents needed for 
shelter

50 What were the long term responses to the earthquake in 
Nepal?

Stricter building codes, road repairs, 
thousands to be rehoused

51 How big was the earthquake that hit Chile in 2010? 8.8 on the Richter Scale

52 What were the primary effects of the earthquake in Chile? 500 died, 12000 injured, 220000 
homes destroyed $30 billion in 
damage

53 What were the secondary effects of the earthquake in 
Chile?

1500km of roads damaged, tsunami 
waved destroyed towns, fire at 
chemical plant

54 What were the immediate responses to the earthquake in 
Chile?

90% Power and water restored in 10 
days. 30000 small emergency shelters

55 What were the long term responses to the earthquake in 
Chile?

Economy rebuilt without foreign aid, 
housing reconstruction plan

56 How does response differ in HICs than LICS? HICs- faster response
LICs- slower response 

57
What are the 7 reasons why people live with hazard risk?

Hazard infrequency, benefits, 
location, monitoring, building design, 
poverty, ignorance

58
What does PPPM stand for?

Planning, prediction, protection and 
monitoring

59
What method is used to help plan for earthquakes?

Education on what to do during an  
earthquake

60 What is one method to protect against earthquakes? Strengthen buildings 



Vocabulary AQA Relationships and Families

1 What does adultery mean? A sexual relationship between a couple not married to 
each other, but married to/in relationship with others 
(affair).

2 What is the age of consent? According to the law, the age at which a person is 
considered old enough to give consent to have sex.

3 What does annulment 
mean? 

Cancellation of a marriage in Roman Catholic tradition, 
as if marriage never was.

4 What does civil marriage 
mean?

Non-religious marriage.

5 What does civil partnership 
mean?

Legal union of two people of same gender; now of 
equality with heterosexual marriage in all respects.

6 What does commitment 
mean?

Making a promise or pledge, in this case, in marriage.

7 What does celibacy mean? Not having sexual relations.

8 What does chastity mean? Sexual purity, eg not having sex before marriage.

9 What does cohabitation 
mean?

Where a couple live together without being married/in 
civil partnership.

10 What does contraception 
mean?

Precautions taken to prevent pregnancy and to protect 
against contracting/ transmitting STIs

11 What does contract mean? A binding agreement between two sides.

12 What does covenant mean? An agreement based on promises between two sides, 
here in marriage where the agreement is made before 
God (as a witness) and with God (as a partner).

13 What does divorce mean? Legal ending of a marriage.

14 What does extended family 
mean?

Family unit comprising mother, father and children, but 
also grandparents, cousins etc.

15 What does family planning 
mean?

Planning when to have a family and how big a family to 
have by use of birth control practices and/or 
contraception.

16 What does gender 
discrimination mean?

Acting on prejudices against someone because of their 
gender.

17 What does gender equality 
mean?

Belief that both genders have equal status and value, so 
discrimination against either is wrong.

18 What does gender prejudice 
mean?

The belief that one gender is ‘better’ than the other.

19 What does heterosexuality 
mean?

Being physically/sexually attracted to persons of the 
opposite gender.

20 What does homosexuality 
mean?

Being physically/sexually attracted to persons of the same 
gender.

21 What does nuclear family 
mean?

Family unit made up of mother, father and their child(ren).

22 What does polygamy mean? The practice of one man having several wives

23 What does procreation 
mean?

Having a child; seen as a duty in many religions.

24 What does remarriage 
mean?

Marriage for the second time, after divorce ending an earlier 
marriage.

25 What does responsibility 
mean?

Duties; what a person has to do as part of the agreement they 
have made, or role they have taken on.

26 What does single parent 
family mean?

Family unit in which child(ren) and one parent, either mum 
or dad, live together.

27 What does vows mean? Promises made by bride and groom during marriage 
ceremony.

28 What does sex outside 
marriage mean?

Sex between two single unmarried people

29 What does marriage mean? Legal union between two people 

30 What does same-sex 
marriage mean?

Marriage between partners of the same sex 

31 What does procreation
mean?

Bringing babies into the world, producing offspring 

32 What does sexual 
stereotyping mean?

Having a fixed general idea of image of how men and women 
will behave 



Unit: De la ville a la campagne Y10 Aut 1

Locations Activities 

1 How do you say " The north/the south/the 
west/the east "in French?

le nord /le sud/l’ouest/l’est 1 How do you say "You can/ you can’t"in French? On peut/ on ne peut pas

2 How do you say “my family and I live"in French? Ma famille et moi habitons 2 How do you say "Go horse-riding "in French? faire du cheval 

3 How do you say “in a small village "in French? Dans un petit village 3 How do you say "Visit a castle"in French? visiter le château 

4 How do you say" we live in a historic town"in 
French?

On habite dans une ville 
historique

4 How do you say "Go on walks/ go shopping "in 
French?

faire des promenades /faire les 
magasins

5 How do you say “I live In a village"in French? J’habite dans un village 5 How do you say “go to the theatre"in French? Aller au théâtre

6 How do you say "In the countryside/ in the 
mountains"in French?

à la campagne/ à la montagne 6 How do you say “rent some bikes" in French? Louer des vélos

7 How do you say "At the seaside"in French? au bord de la mer 7 How do you say “swim in the sea "in French? Se baigner dans la mer

8 How do you say "On a housing estate" in 
French?

dans une cité 8 How do you say “relax on the beach "in French? Se détendre sur la plage

Places in Town/ in the region Descriptions

1
How do you say “there is a market"in French? Il y a un marché

1 How do you say" Old "*masculine/feminine in 
French?

vieux/vieille

2 How do you say “we have a library"in French? On a une bibliothèque 2 How do you say "Overcrowded" in French? surchargé

3 How do you say "A church/a mosque"in French? une église /une mosquée 3 How do you say "Clean/dirty " in French? Propre / sale

4 How do you say "A train station" in French? une gare (SNCF) 4 How do you say “very lively "in French? Très animé

5 How do you say "Some hotels/ some 
restaurants"in French?

des hôtels / des restaurants
5 How do you say "Picturesque/ old-fashioned" in 

French?
pittoresque / démodé

6
How do you say “a beautiful castle "in French? Un beau château

6 How do you say "New" *masculine/femininein 
French?

neuf/neuve

7 How do you say “there is old buildings "in 
French?

Il y a de vieux bâtiments
7 How do you say 

"Beautiful" *masculine/feminine in French?
beau/belle

8 How do you say “hills and fields "in French? Des collines et des champs 8 How do you say "Noisy/ peaceful"in French? bruyant / tranquille

9
How do you say “a river "in French? Une rivière/ un fleuve

9 How do you say 
"Expensive" *masculine/feminine in French?

cher/chère

10 How do you say “a fishing port "in French? Un port de pêche 10 How do you say "Pretty/ ugly "in French? Joli (e) / laid (e)



Unit: De la ville a la campagne Y10 Aut 1

Directions and information Verbs 

1 How do you say "I would like/love"in 
French?

J’aimerais/ je voudrais 1 How do you say "perfect tense" in French? Passé-composé

2 How do you say "I would like"in French? je voudrais 2 How do you say " imperfect tense" in French? Imparfait

3 How do you say "Where is  the…./ where are 
the…?"in French?

Où est le/la or où sont les …? 3 How do you say " conditional tense" in French? Conditionnel

4 How do you say “go straight on "in French? Va/ allez tout droit 4 How do you say "We live"in French? Nous habitons

5 How do you say “turn right/left"in French? Tourne/ tournez à gauche/ 
droite

5 How do you say "It will be “*verb fairein French? Il fera

6 How do you say “take the first "in French? Prends/ prenez la première… 6 How do you say" I would visit"in French? Je visiterais

7 How do you say “I feel like "in French? J’ai envie de … 7 How do you say "I would live"in French? J’habiterais

8 How do you say “I want "in French? Je veux 8 How do you sayI " used to be"in French? J’étais



YEAR 10 TERM 1 MUSIC KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER –Williams ‘Star Wars’
1- What is syllabic singing? When one note is sung per syllable.

2- What is Vocalisation? Wordless singing using a vowel syllable such as ‘ah’

3- What is Conjunct movement in a melody? Movement by step.

4- What is Angular/disjunct movement in a melody? Movement by leap.

5- What is a Sequence? The repetition of a musical phrase at a higher or lower pitch than the original.

6- What is a Leitmotif? A recurring musical idea, associated with a particular theme, character of place.

7- What does Rallentando mean? Getting gradually slower

8- What does Allegro mean? Play fast and in a lively manner.

9- What does Andante mean? slow, moderately paced.

10- What does Maestoso mean? Play majestically.

11- What is Syncopation? A temporary displacement of the regular metrical accent in music caused typically by stressing the weak beat.

12- Explain what a Triplet is. Play three notes in the space of two, highlighted by a square bracket with a ‘3’.

13- What does Homophonic texture mean? The texture of the music is a melody & accompaniment.

14-What is an Ostinato? A persistent phrase or motif repeated over several bars or more.

15- What does Unison mean? More than one part playing the same melody at the same pitch.

16- What does Contrapuntal mean? When two melodies are played ‘against’ each other and interweave – almost the same as ‘polyphonic’; written in counterpoint.

17- What does Dialogue mean in music? Two instruments having an interaction, playing on after another, swapping ideas.

18- What is an Overdrive? A type of distortion, altering the sound by increasing the gain, to produce a ‘fuzzy’, ‘growling’ or ‘gritty’ sound.

19- Explain parallel semitonal movement All part moving in the same direction in semitones.

20- What does Dissonant mean? Clashing intervals. Dissonant (clashing) intervals are the minor 2nd, and major 2nd, the minor 7th , major 7th and the tritone (augmented 
fourth or diminished fifth).

21- What is a Pedal in music? A sustained or repeated note in the bass.

22- What does an ambiguous tonality mean in music? The tonality cannot be determined/unclear.











Unit: intereses e influencias Y10 Spanish Aut 1

Pocket money Music 

1 How do we say “pocket money” in Spanish? La paga 1 How do you say “I like hip-hop and classical 
music  "in Spanish?

Me gustan el hip-hop y la 
música clásica

2 How do you say “my parents give me…  "in 
Spanish?

Mis padres me dan ….. 2 How do you say “to attend a concert"in Spanish? Asistir a un concierto

3 How do you say “I receive 5 euros a week "in 
Spanish?

Recibo 5 euros a la semana 3 How do you say “to sing a song "in Spanish? Cantar una canción

4 How do you say" I spend my pocket money on… 
"in Spanish?

Gasto mi paga en …. 4 How do you say “to play the drums "in Spanish? Tocar la batería

5 How do you say “I also buy.."in Spanish? También compro 5 How do you say “ my favourite singer is.. "in 
Spanish?

Mi cantante preferido/a es…

6 How do you say “credit for my phone "in 
Spanish?

Saldo para el móvil 6 How do you say “a world tour  " in Spanish? Una gira mundial

7 How do you say “my granddad gives me money 
for my birthday "in Spanish?

Mi abuelo me da dinero para mi 
cumpleaños

7 How do you say “a show” in Spanish? Un espectáculo

8 How do you say “designer trainers" in Spanish? Zapatillas de marca 8 How do you say “ I went to a concert"in Spanish? Fui a un concierto de…

My free time Leisure activities 

1 How do you say “I have lots of hobbies"in 
Spanish?

Tengo muchos pasatiempos
1 How do you say “in my free time" in Spanish? En mis ratos libres 

2 How do you say “leisure activities "in Spanish? Las actividades de ocio 2 How do you say “I am addicted to.. " in Spanish? Soy adicto/ a  a….

3
How do you say “when I have time.."in Spanish? Cuando tengo tiempo

3 How do you say “it helps me to relax" in 
Spanish?

Me ayuda a relajarme

4 How do you say “my passion is reading " in 
Spanish?

Mi pasión es la lectura
4 How do you say “it helps me to forget 

everything"in Spanish?
Me ayuda a olvidar de todo

5 How do you say “whilst I have breakfast"in 
Spanish?

Mientras desayuno
5 How do you say “It makes me laugh " in 

Spanish?
Me hace reír

6
How do you say “at lunchtime " in Spanish? A la hora de comer

6 How do you say “I need to have contact with 
other people" in Spanish?

Necesito relacionarme/ 
comunicarme con otra gente

7 How do you say “I tend to rest "in Spanish? Suelo descansar 7 How do you say “to be outdoors ” in Spanish? Estar a l aire libre

8 How do you say “I usually watch TV"in Spanish? Suelo ver la  tele 8 How do you say “The sports centre "in Spanish? El polideportivo

9 How do you say “I go to the ice rink "in Spanish? Voy a la pista de hielo 9 How do you say “to read magazines” in Spanish? Leer revistas



Unit: intereses e influencias Y10 Spanish Aut 1

Sport Present, preterit and imperfect

1 How do you say “I am a fan of…"in Spanish? Soy aficionado/a  / hincha de … 1 How do you say " I am / I used to be ." in Spanish? Soy / era 

2 How do you say “I do ice skating "in Spanish? Hago patinaje sobre hielo 2 How do you say " I play, I played, I used to play" in 
Spanish?

Juego, jugué, jugaba

3 How do you say 
“canoeing/rowing/climbing"in Spanish?

Piragüismo/ remo/ escalada 3 How do you say " I do, I did, I used to do  " in 
Spanish?

Hago, hice, hacía

4 How do you say “to participate in a 
tournament"in Spanish?

Participar en un torneo 4 How do you say “I go, I went, I used to go "in 
Spanish?

Voy, fui, iba

5 How do you say “I go fishing"in Spanish? voy de pesca 5 How do you say “I still do archery” in Spanish? Todovía hago tiro con arco

6 How do you say “to score a goal "in Spanish? Marcar un gol 6 How do you say" before I used to go swimming "in 
Spanish?

Antes, hacía natación

7 How do you say “I am a member of a team” 
in Spanish?

Soy miembro de un equipo 7 How do you say “when I was young"in Spanish? Cuando era pequeño/a 

8 How do you say “I no longer play football” in 
Spanish?

Ya no juego al fútbol 8 How do you sayI “when I was 5 years old"in 
Spanish?

Cuando tenía cinco años

Grammar: soler + infinitive

To say what you usually do or tend to do, you can use 
“soler” + infinitive.            

e.g. Suelo salir con mis 
amigos. I usually/I tend to
go out with my friends. 

(yo)
(tú)
(él/ella)
(Nosotros/as)
(Vosotros/as)
(ellos/ellas)

Suelo 
Sueles
Suele
Solemos
Soléis
suelen



1A. How does market research help a business understand the market in which a business operates

1
How many staff work in a 

micro business?
Up to 10 staff

2
How many staff work in a 

small business?
Between 11 - 49 staff

3
How many staff work in a 

medium business? 
Between 50 - 249 staff

4
How many staff work in a 

large business?
More than 250 staff

5
What does a SMART 

objective stand for?

Specific, measurable, achievable, relevant, time 

bound

6 Define limited liability.
The owners of a business can only lose money 
they have invested in a business if it fails

7 Define unlimited liability.
The owner of a business is responsible for repaying 
all the debts of a business

8 What is a sole trader? 
Any business that is owned and controlled by one 
person

9 What is partnership?
Partnerships are businesses owned by two or more 
people.

10
What is a private limited 

company?
A business that can sell shares to friends and family.

11
What is a public limited 

company?
A business that can sell shares to the public. 

12
List 3 advantages of a sole 

trader.

Easy to set up. Easy for owners to control. Business 
information is kept private.

13
Lis 3 disadvantages of a 

sole trader.

Owner has unlimited liability. Workload is heavy as 
owners have to work long hours. Difficult to raise 
finance as banks find partnerships risky

14
List 3 advantages of a 

partnership

Easy to set up - only need deed of partnership. 
Partners can bring different expertise. Business 
information is kept private 

15
List 3 disadvantages of a 

partnership.

Partners may disagree on decisions. Difficult to 
raise finance as banks find partnerships risky. 
Owners have unlimited liability

16

List 3 advantages of a 

private limited company 

(Ltd.)

Shareholders can restrict who buys shares. Easy to 
raise finance through shareholders. Owners 
benefit from limited liability.

17

List 3 disadvantages of a 

private limited company 

(Ltd.)

Difficult to set up. Business information must be 
published for the public to see. Lose control over 
business decisions.

18

List 3 advantages of a 

public limited company 

(Plc.)

Easy to raise finance by selling shares. Banks are 
more willing to lend. Owners benefits for limited 
liability. Managers are employed to make 
decisions so there is a small workload for the 
owner

19

List 3 disadvantages of a 

public limited company 

(Plc.)

Anybody can buy shares. Difficult to set up. 
Business information must be published for the 
public to see

20
List 4 types of not-for-profit 

organisations.

Charities, social enterprises, community interest 

charities, voluntary and community organisations. 

21
What is the purpose public 

businesses? (List 3)

Providing services. Social wellbeing. Meeting 
government standards

22
What is the purpose of a 

private businesses (List 3)

Surviving. Making profits. Growth. Maximising sales 
revenue. Market leadership. Being 
environmentally friendly. Being ethical 

23 List 3 financial KPIs
Sales Revenue. Profit. Average Cost. Sales per 

square meter.

24 Define sales revenue.
The money raised from sales of the good or 
service. 

25
What is the formula to 

calculate sales revenue?
Units sold x price per unit

26 Define Profit. Reliable and produces quantitative data that can 

be analysed. 

27 What is the formula to 

calculate profit?
Sales revenue - costs

28 Define average cost per 

unit.
The money remaining when costs are deducted 
from sales.

29 What is the formula to 

calculate average cost 

per unit?

total fixed costs + total variable costs

total units produced

30 Define sales per square 

meter.
Measures how much sales revenue/profit you are 
able to generate for each square meter of retail 
space provided

31 List 3 non-financial KPIs Corporate image. Customer satisfaction. 

Environmental performance targets.
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1B. How does market research help a business understand the market in which a business operates

1 Define Qualitative Date
The amount of satisfaction or benefit that a 

consumer gains from consuming a good or service

2 Define Quantitative Data
Consumes a good or service only if the perceived 

satisfaction is greater than or equal to the price

3
What are the advantages 

of qualitative data? 

Provides detailed content. Offers opportunities to 

develop insight

4

What are the 

disadvantages of 

qualitative data?

Difficult to analyse. Creates subjective data. Takes a 

lot of time to collect.

5
What are the advantages 

of quantitative data? 
Results are valid and reliable. Easy to collect 

6

What are the 

disadvantages of 

quantitative data

Subject to bias. Provides narrow unrealistic 

information

7

What are the four ways 

target market can be 

divided up?

Demographic. Geographic. Psychographic. 

Behavioural

8
What questions need to 

be asked regarding bias? 

How have questions been structured? Where have 

you found the article? Who has written the article?

9

What questions need to 

be asked regarding 

control of market 

research?

When conducting market research is there control 

and comparison group? The control group is the 

group who remains unaffected.

10

What questions need to 

be asked regarding costs 

of market research?

How much does it cost to conduct the survey? If it is 

too expensive to roll out, does your sample represent 

society?

11

What questions need to 

be asked regarding ease 

of access to information?

When was the article written? Does it still hold the 

same value today and can we rely on dated 

opinions?

12

What questions need to 

be asked regarding 

collection time?

Was the information easy to find. If access to 

information is difficult does this skew opinions?

13

Why does time taken have 

to be considered in 

market research?

Does the research take to collect and if so how does 

this affect the data that is collected?

14

What questions need to 

be asked regarding 

reliability of sources?

Can the source be trusted? This is considered by 

asking who wrote the article, when was it written and 

was their bias in the writing?

15
List 4 types of primary 

research
Questionnaires, observations, focus groups, surveys

16
List 4 types of secondary 

research
Internal data, articles, websites, forums

17
What is the advantage of 

using questionnaires?
Can provide both qualitative and quantitative data

18
What is the disadvantage 

of using questionnaires?
People may not be truthful or rush answer questions

19
What is the advantage of 

using observations?
Can be insightful when done correctly

20
What is the disadvantage 

of using observations?
Subject to bias

21
What is the advantage of 

using focus groups?
Can give in depth responses and opinions.

22
What is the disadvantage 

of using focus groups?

Opinions can be coaxed. Focus groups are usually 

paid and can skew answers.

23
What is the advantage of 

using surveys?
Can be easy and quick to implement.

24
What is the disadvantage 

of using surveys?
Can be easy and quick to implement.

25 What is the advantage of 

using internal data?

Reliable and produces quantitative data that can 

be analysed

26 What is the disadvantage 

of using internal data?

Can be selective in data selection to support an 

argument

27 What is the advantage of 

using articles?
Articles can offer expert opinions.

28 What is the disadvantage 

of using articles?

Can be biased dependant on when it was written 

and who by.

29 What is the advantage of 

using websites?
Can be reliable depending on the source.

30 What is the disadvantage 

of using websites?

Anyone can make websites and write incorrect 

statements

31 What is the advantage of 

using forums?
Truthful opinions are normally shared on forums.

32 What is the disadvantage 

of using forums?

Often only display negative opinions, can be 

selective

33 What needs to be 

considered when writing 

questionnaires?

Needs to be specific, no overlaps or gaps in option 

boxes
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1C. What role does the marketing mix play in business planning?

1
What are the four P’s of 

the marketing mix?
Product. Place. Promotion . Price

2
What does place refer to 

in the 4 P’s?

Where the product is sold, this can be in store or 

online.

3
What is the importance of 

setting up physical stores?

Many businesses only set up in physical stores. They 

recognise that their consumer base like to interact 

with the product before purchase. 

4
What is the importance of 

setting up online stores

More and more stores are solely based online. This 

not only cuts costs but also targets customers across 

the world. 

5

What is the importance of 

having both physical and 

online stores?

Some stores understand that they have quite a wide 

customer base, those who like to try before they buy 

and others who like shop from the comfort of their 

own home. They offer bricks and clicks 

5
What does product refer 

to in the 4 P’s?

What features, appearance and benefits the 

product has to offer

6

What is the importance of 

appearance when selling 

a product?

The product must appeal to the consumer. 

Especially when they pay for brand image.

7

What is the importance of 

features when selling a 

product?

Some products recognise that their product sis 

bought for the features and innovation e.g. apple. 

8

Why is it important to 

consider the benefits to 

the consumer for buying a 

product?

What benefits does the product provide to its 

consumers? What is its USP?

9

What is the importance of 

packaging when selling a 

product?

Packaging can be a large part of brand image. Is it 

environmentally friendly, bright, durable

10
What does price refer to in 

the 4 P’s?

Pricing strategies that the business can use to target 

its audience.

11
What is penetration 

pricing?

Penetration pricing is the pricing technique of setting 

a relatively low initial entry price, usually lower than 

the intended established price, to attract new 

customers. The strategy aims to encourage 

customers to switch to the new product because of 

the lower price.

12 What is price skimming?

Price skimming involves setting a high price before 

other competitors come into the market.

This is often used for the launch of a new product 

which faces little or now competition – usually due 

to some technological features. 

13
What is competitor based 

pricing?

Competitor-based pricing involves the setting of 

prices based on what rivals are charging. 

14 What is cost plus pricing?
Cost plus pricing seeks to set a price that takes into 

account all relevant costs of production. 

15 What is premium pricing?
A goods price is set at a higher price than 

competitors to give a perception of high quality. 

16
What is psychological 

pricing?

Psychological pricing is a pricing tactic that is 

designed to appeal to customers who use 

emotional rather than rational responses to pricing 

messages. For example, a new car might be priced 

at £12,995 rather than at £13,000. 

17
What does promotion refer 

to in the 4 P’s?

Ways in which a firm can advertise its products to its 

consumers.

18
What are the 4 types of 

promotion?

Advertising, public relations, sales promotions, direct 

marketing.

19 What is advertising?

Advertising presents or promotes the product to the 

target audience through a variety of media such as 

TV, radio, cinema, online, social media and 

magazines to encourage them to buy. 

20 What is public relations?

Public relations covers a broad series of activities 

where a business manages its relationships with 

different parts of the public 

21
What are sales 

promotions?

Sales promotion is the process of persuading a 

potential customer to buy the product. 

22 What is direct marketing? Direct marketing describes a range of promotional 

activities that are aimed directly at the customer

23 What is above the line 

promotion?

Paid for communication in the independent media 

e.g. advertising on TV. It can be seen by anyone 

outside the target audience.

24 What is below the line 

promotion?

Promotional activities where the business has direct 

control over the target e.g. direct marketing
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Key writers in sociology and their key ideas 
Question Answer 

1 When was Karl Marx alive? 1918-1883

2 What type of theory is Marxism? Conflict 
3 What is the name of Karl Marx’s most famous book? Communist manifesto 

4 What did Karl Marx call the working class? Proletariat 
5 What did Karl Marx call the ruling class? Bourgeoisie 

6 What did Karl Marx wish to overthrow because it is based on the 

exploitation of the working class? 

Capitalism 

7 What did Karl Marx want to replace it with? Communism 

8 According to Marx what did the ruling class own that made them 

powerful? 

Means of production 

9 How would society move from capitalism to communism? A revolution 

10 Who was heavily influenced by Karl Marx? Max Weber 

11 BUT what did he believe was more important that social class? Ideas and values 

12 What did he call the idea that society was based on scientific 

knowledge? 

Rationalisation 

13 What perspective does Emile Durkheim write from? Functionalist 

14 What word did he use to describe a break down of norms of values Anomie 

15 What perspective does Talcott Parsons write from? Functionalist 

16 What type of theory is functionalism? Consensus 

17 What are functional prerequisites? Basic needs of society 

18 According to functionalists what creates social order and social 

cohesion?

Effective socialisation 

19 Who is the main writer from the New Right perspective? Charles Murray 

20 Who do the New Right blame for society’s problem? The underclass 

21 Feminists argue that society is based on a system of oppression that 

favours men and subordinates women. What is this called?

Patriarchy 

22 Which group of sociologists look at small scale human interaction? Interactionists 

23 What terms means when someone accepts a label given to them and 

this is the biggest influence on their behaviour?  

Master status 

Key terms in sociology 

Question: which key term is this the definition of? Answer

24 The beliefs, traditions and practices of a social group. Their 

norms and values. 

Culture 

25 Informal rules that influence behaviour within a society Norms 

26 Important beliefs held by people with a society Values 

27 The way society is divided into a hierarchy on the basis of 

different factors e.g. ethnicity, social class 

Stratification 

28 Important parts of the structure of society e.g. schools, the 

family and the criminal justice system 

Institutions 

29 When members of a society all agree on and share norms 

and values 

Value consensus 

30 When a label is applied to someone, they are judged in a 

stereotypical way and treated according to this label 

Labelling 

31 The way someone views themselves Self-concept 

32 When an individual accepts a label that has been given to 

them by others and changes the way they act to fit in with 

that label 

Self-fulfilling prophecy 

33 The process by which members of society are persuaded 

to conform to its norms and values 

Social control 

34 The sociological term for a punishment given for not 

conforming 

Sanction 

35 Problems that cause concern and debates amongst many 

members of society 

Social issues 



Sociological Research Methods:  Which key term is this the definition of Answer

1 A prediction about the possible findings of research, which the sociologist will then test Hypothesis 

2 The people who take part in your research Participants 

3 A failure to maintain a neutral position when carrying out research Bias 

4 The number of people who take part in the study e.g. complete the questionnaire Response rate 

5 A small-scale trial study to check for issues with the research method Pilot study 

6 When a sociologist uses another sociologist’s work and tries to pass it off as their own Plagiarism 

7 Moral questions of what is right and wrong in the research process Ethical issues 

8 The need for researchers to ensure that participants fully understand the research and agree to take part Informed consent 

9 The need to ensure that participants do not experience any psychological or physical harm Protection from harm 

10 Not publishing information that could allow others to identify the people who have taken part in the study e.g. names Anonymity 

11 A study that is conducted over months or years, that’s involves the same group of people Longitudinal 

12 The group of people selected to take part in the study Sample 

13 The group of people you are studying Target population 

14 When a sample mirrors the characteristics of the population being studied Representative 

15 The way a researcher selects the people to take part in their study Sampling method/ sampling technique 

16 When a researcher uses a variety of research methods in the same study Triangulation 

17 The study of population trends Demography 

18 Questions that require the participant to select from a list of predetermined answers Closed questions 

19 Questions that allow the participant to answer as they wish, without any restrictions Open questions 

20 A written version of an interview Transcript 

21 Data that is collected by the sociologist first hand using methods such as interviews Primary data  

22 Data that is used by a sociologist but was collected by someone else before the research began Secondary data 

23 Data that is numerical, for example statistics or responses to closed questions  Quantitative data  

24 Data that is descriptive and detailed, for example the responses given to open questions in an interview Qualitative 


